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INTENTIONS 
FOR THIS 
SESSION:

vteaching and learning math 
concepts through materials
vK-5 examples from 
classrooms
va “thinking through and with 
materials” experience



CONTACT INFO

jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca

on Twitter @jnovakowski38

on Instagram @janicenovakowski

http://bit.ly/reggioinspiredmath

http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/
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PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES



BEGINNING OF 
THE YEAR 
CONSIDERATIONS

BEGINNING OF THE YEAR CONSIDERATIONS
vSet the tone, model a culture of learning 
and what mathematics is and how it will 
be experienced (playful, joyful)
vConnection, collaboration, community
vRoutines and collaborative tasks set the 
tone for how mathematics will be 
experienced, and the discourse involved.
vConsider beginning the year with accessible routines 
such as Dot Images/Number Talk Images to help build 
norms around taking risks, being flexible with thinking, 
visualizing, explaining thinking and listening to others' 
ideas. Engaging in this type of routine also helps to 
highlight the idea that there isn't only one way or a 
right way to do math.



DOT IMAGES/NUMBER TALK IMAGES

How many? 
How do you know?



NUMBER TALK IMAGES
ntimages.weebly.com



BEGINNING OF 
THE YEAR 
CONSIDERATIONS
You could also begin the school year 
with a focus on big questions such as:

What is math?

Who does math?
Where, when and how do we do math?

Why is math important?

ØPLAY with the idea of what math is.



COUNT 
ON ME 
by Miguel Tanco



CREATING A 
SENSE 
OF BELONGING
Do students see themselves 
reflected in the math resources, 
books materials and contexts in your 
classroom?



MATHEMATICS 
FOR HUMAN 
FLOURISHING

Dr. Francis Su, Harvey Mudd College

Su argues that doing mathematics 
nourishes human desires for play, beauty 
and joy and cultivates virtues essential 
for human flourishing.

Puzzles, stories, and anecdotes combine 
together to broaden our understanding 
of what mathematics is.



What makes a good mathematical problem?

It’s easy to state.
It has a surprising conclusion.
There are multiple ways to explore it.
You can think about it during idle moments of 
your day.

~Dr. Francis Su, Mathematics for Human Flourishing



WHAT IS 
MATH?

How do we nurture our youngest 
learners to see the joy, wonder and 
creativity involved in mathematics?

Expand how we talk about and 
engage in mathematics.
Seek connections.
Develop positive mathematical 
dispositions and  habits of mind.



MATHEMATICAL 
HABITS OF 
MIND

Øpersevering and using mathematics to 
solve problems in everyday life
Øchoosing and using appropriate 
strategies and tools
Øpursuing accuracy in problem solving
Ørecognizing that there are multiple 
ways to solve a problem
Ødemonstrating respect for diversity in 
approaches to solving problems

BC Curriculum Website



Dan Finkel
mathematician, Seattle
mathforlove.com



IDEAS FROM DAN FINKEL’S
OPENING KEYNOTE
Courage, Curiosity, Creativity & Kindness
We can invite students to play the way 
mathematicians play.
Ambiguity and conjecture create openings 
for play.
As educators we provide the constraints of 
a frame – thick or thin frames. We need to 
consider how much open space there is to 
play, for possibilities.



BC K-12 MATHEMATICS CURRICULAR COMPETENCY:
DEVELOP, DEMONSTRATE, AND APPLY 
MATHEMATICAL UNDERSTANDING THROUGH PLAY, 
INQUIRY, AND PROBLEM SOLVING

What does it mean to play 
with mathematics ideas 
and investigate concepts?



“THE BALL TOSS”
Loris Malaguzzi of Reggio Emilia, 
Italy often spoke of the ball toss or 
the back and forth of a ping pong 
game as a metaphor for the roles of 
adults and children in teaching and 
learning.



PLAYFUL 
MATHEMATICAL 
INQUIRY CYCLE

Starting Point 
or 

Provocation

Wondering, 
Asking 

Questions, 
Posing 

Problems

Investigating 

Sharing, 
Connecting, 
Reflecting, 

Consolidating



PLAYFUL MATHEMATICAL 
INQUIRY FRAMEWORK

vPLAYING WITH MATERIALS
vPLAYING WITH LANGUAGE 
vPLAYING WITH IDEAS



EARLY MATHEMATICS CONCEPTS
NUMBER SENSE 
Subitizing
Counting
Decomposing numbers 
Representing numbers 
Comparing and ordering numbers
NUMBER OPERATIONS
PATTERN
SPATIAL REASONING



EARLY NUMBER SENSE
Counting
many counting concepts (one-to-one correspondence, 
cardinality, conservation, counting on)

Subitizing 
perceptual and conceptual
Decomposing numbers 
parts and wholes
Representing numbers
 connecting concrete, embodied, pictorial and symbolic forms
Comparing and ordering
one and two more than, less than, between









KATHY 
RICHARDSON 

ARRANGEMENT 
CARDS

HTTPS://NUMBER
TALKSCOM.WOR

DPRESS.COM/NU
MBER-TALKS-

MODELS/







NUMBER OPERATIONS
•BC Grade 1 – introduction of addition and subtraction concepts
•BC Grade 3 - introduction of multiplication and division concepts

•combining, joining, separate, comparing, parts-whole, grouping
•start unknown, change unknown, result unknown
•direct modelling, counting strategies, mental math strategies such 
as making 10 or bridging over 10

(CGI – Cognitively Guided Instruction)



THINKING 
ABOUT 
STORY…

How does story help support 
students’ understanding of 
number operations?

Problem—solving and problem-
posing
Contextual, connected
Actions
Visualization
Mathematical structures



KINDERGARTEN AND GRADE 1 
JOIN (CHANGE UNKNOWN) PROBLEMS

Together: I had dumplings for dinner last night.  I ate some 
and then talked with my family and then ate some more.

4 and ____ make 7

Partners: I made (____) snowballs. My friends helped me 
make some more. We counted and we had ____ snowballs. 
How many snowballs did my friends help me make?

(5, 9)       (8, 15)        (9, 21)





an extension of 
the CGI research





There were some shells at the 
beach.
I used some shells to make a 
pattern in the sand.
There were some shells left 
for others to use. 



There were 12 shells at the 
beach.
I used some to make a pattern in 
the sand.
There were some shells left for 
others to use. 



There were 12 shells at the 
beach.
I used some to make a pattern in 
the sand.
There were 4 shells left for others 
to use. 
What math question could you 
ask?



STARTING POINTS FOR MATH STORIES

vpuppets – playful math such as give and take, counting, sharing, 
build and change

vrole-play – problems from everyday life such as setting the table

vsmall world play – using characters and setting to create and 
play out math stories

vcounting collections

vproblem structure or concept

vchildren’s books –collections of concept books and stories 













PATTERN
repeating elements – regularity, generalizable
core or pattern unit is what repeats
labelling and reading patterns
creating and extending patterns
noticing patterns in the world around us

*repeating patterns as one type of pattern and that 
don’t have to be linear)

What makes a pattern a pattern?







SPATIAL REASONING
Symmetry
Composing, decomposing and 
transforming 2D shapes 
Composing, decomposing and 
transforming 3D shapes 
Locating, orienting, mapping 
and coding 
Perspective-taking 







PROVOCATIONS, 
PROJECTS AND 
INVESTIGATIONS

Why?
Using different materials, going outside, 
creating stories or posing problems, 
interdisciplinary projects and 
investigations, and numeracy tasks provide 
opportunities for students to make math to 
self, math to world and math to math 
connections. The ability to transfer your 
learning to a new context is linked to 
deeper learning or understanding of a 
concept or competency.
These experiences help students to see 
that mathematics is all around us and is a 
way to help us understand ourselves and 
the world.







INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECTS & 
INVESTIGATIONS
https://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/fall-2020-resources/



JANICE’S YOUTUBE CHANNEL



CONNECTING CONCEPTS

Identity
Story 
Place
Community
Relationship
Connection

Decomposing
Change
Transformation
Equivalence
Space
Pattern



playing with the 
mathematical 
idea of 
decomposing



CONCEPT: DECOMPOSING
GRADES 1&2

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Read 12 Ways to 
Make 11 by Eve 
Merriam, stop and 
predict 

Students choose 
their own number 
and make a mini-
chart or book of 
ways to make that 
number, could add 
story or problem 
pose

Math Routine:
Splat!

Math Workshop:
Splat!
Make 10 or 20 with 
ten frames
Adding with 
decomposing 
strategies 
Small groups/
conferences  –
choose a quantity, 
decompose into 2, 
3, 4, 5+ parts; 
visualize

Investigating with 
materials

What is 
decomposing? 
What materials help 
you think about 
decomposing? 
What are different 
ways to 
decompose? How 
will you show what 
you know? What 
questions do you 
still have?

Math Routine:
Quick Images with 
ten frames

Math Workshop:
Same as Tuesday, 
add Find Sums App 
with 10, 20 o 100 
frame
Small groups/ 
conferences – mini 
number talks focus 
on addition 
strategies with 
decomposing

Math Routine:
Number Talk –
addition strategies 
with decomposing

Investigating with 
materials, CGI 
problem, ten frame 
games and 
performance task 
for assessment 



INVESTIGATING DECOMPOSING 
THROUGH AND WITH MATERIALS



INVESTIGATING A CONCEPT

What is a fraction?
What makes a fraction a fraction?

Planning and assessment focus: 
What are the students learning and how will they 
show what they know and can do?



CONCEPT: FRACTIONS
GRADES 4&5

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Read The Lion’s 
Share, stop and 
predict, give each 
child a piece of 
origami paper to 
use while reading

Students choose 
their own context 
to create their own 
fraction-based 
story or problem 
pose

Math Routine:
Fraction Talk

Math Workshop:
Fraction talk 
image
Fraction circles 
and bars and 
symbolic notation
Fraction puzzles
Small groups/
conferences –
represent ¼ in 
different ways

Investigating with 
materials

How are fractions 
and decimals 
related?
What materials 
help you think 
about fractions? 
How will you show 
what you know? 
What questions 
do you still have?

Math Routine:
Clothesline -
fractions

Math Workshop:
Same as Tuesday, 
add Equivalent 
Fractions App 
Small groups/ 
conferences–
comparing and 
ordering fractions, 
intro to equivalent 
fractions for some

Math Routine:
Clothesline–
fractions and 
decimals (add 
some equivalents)

Investigating with 
materials, fraction 
puzzles and 
games, and 
performance task 
for assessment 







AN EXAMPLE: PATTERNS
Choose a concept.
Bridge classroom mathematics to the outdoors and 
other places and spaces.
Seek new openings for thinking about the concept, 
to make connections and deepen learning.



PATTERNS 
OUTDOORS



PATTERNS OUTDOORS



IN THE 
STUDIO









WHERE DO WE SEE PATTERNS?
AT HOME, IN THE COMMUNITY



math to math connections



What connections might children make about patterns? 
Where did they find and create patterns? How might they 
synthesize and consolidate their understanding of what 
makes a pattern a pattern? Where is there evidence of and 
transfer of learning?

Where did children have opportunities to:
play with materials?
play with language?
play with ideas?

Did children experience joy, wonder 
and creativity in mathematics?



WHAT IS THE 
LANGUAGE 

OF 
MATERIALS?



CHARCOAL

What are the affordances 
of charcoal?

What concepts come to 
mind when you think 
about charcoal?



WIRE

What are the affordances 
of wire?

What concepts come to 
mind when you think 
about wire?



CLAY

What are the affordances 
of clay?

What concepts come to 
mind when you think 
about clay?



FRACTION TILES



A MINI-
ATELIER:
PAPER
What are the affordances 
of paper? What do 
different weights, 
textures, and colours
offer us?

What math concepts 
come to mind as you 
touch, scrunch, bend, 
fold, or rip paper?











JOYFUL MATH 
ENCOUNTERS

• Opportunities to explore and investigate
• Opportunities to build community and discourse
• Opportunities to make connections
• Opportunities to encounter math in different spaces 

and places
• Opportunities to play:

 play with materials
 play with language
 play with ideas



TO 
CONSIDER

What math to math, math to self 
and math to world connections 
are you making?

In your next unit of study what 
possibilities are there for children 
to play with materials, language 
and mathematical ideas?



THANK 
YOU!

jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca

on Twitter @jnovakowski38

on Instagram @janicenovakowski

http://bit.ly/reggioinspiredmath

http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/


